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The following work is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Master of Art
degree at Northern Illinois University. The work was produced between August, 2019, and February,
2021. It was presented in an exhibition titled “Rubberband Man Enters the Virtual Still Life,” from
February 22nd through February 26th, 2021, in the Annette and Jerry Johns Gallery, Room 214, Visual
Arts Building, Northern Illinois University - DeKalb, Illinois.
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Ari Norris
Rubberband
Man Enters
the Virtual
Still Life
______________________________________________________
Two years before his death in 1997, Chicago Imagist Roger Brown completed a series of
twenty-seven paintings with attached ceramic vessels called Virtual Still Life. Although earlier in
his career Brown had created paintings with found objects attached, this was his largest and most
coherent series of paintings+objects. The series employs his typical stylized landscape motifs in
response to the colors and shapes of pottery attached to shelves at their base.
Entering the Virtual Still Life, Rubberband Man’s interactions engage with five
phallocentric Roger Brown paintings - reproduced via the employment of a Chinese oil painting
factory. Previously not associated with the Virtual Still Life series, these five works are displayed
with an integral shelf following the model established by Brown - recontextualizing the
possibilities of ownership originally explored in the painting+object pairings. Rubberband Man
assumes roles both as protagonist and antagonist in a variety of scenes and circumstances as he
locates himself in-lieu of ceramic vessel. From attempting to “one-up,” the Greek god Atlas, to a
voyeur hiding in a modernist bush, Rubberband Man personifies man’s cumulative challenge to
rival death through the pursuit of humor-laced eroticism.
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In the last several years, thoughts regarding “what would 21st-Century Regionalism look
like as a new art movement?” have taken shape as a sweeping theme in the background of my
work and thinking processes in the studio.
Looking at the largely midwest art-movement nearing its centenarian status, Regionalism
explored widely populist imagery and virtues related to living in the landscape caught between
America’s coasts. Themes of humility, labor, and religion often take precedent across canvases of
the movement. In the pursuit of answering my proposition, in both my studio and art history
research, looking at what could be American Regionalist art had to shift to a larger perspective
and timeline.
Broadening my lens to explore any geographically connected art movement since,
Imagism became a direct topic to investigate. Before moving to Illinois and being near Chicago,
my knowledge on the group of artists was extremely limited. Looking at these movements or
isms as variables in an equation to answer my pursuit, it became necessary to research and
conflate ideas found in the same area that I found myself sharing.
Of the many reasons my thesis exhibition exchanged heavily with Roger Brown, the
visual and thematic connection with his own considerations of the regions he found himself
inhabiting was a factor of paramount importance. Brown’s extremely genuine and literal
approach to painting Chicago situated in the Midwest landscape became a logical pivot-point
between a textbook’s definition of Regionalism at its inception and what could be my
interpretations some 90 years later.
In terms of collecting, Roger Brown stands as an example of “Artist as Collector.” Using
selections from his lifetime of accumulating as a medium, the artist’s series of painting+ceramic
objects, “Virtual Still Life,” explores the artist’s relationship with acquisition, curatation, and
design.
Using a similar curatorial approach, I made the decision to treat five paintings from
Brown’s prolific portfolio as backdrops to respective sculptures of mine, not unlike his own
process of selecting found ceramic objects in the creation of the “Virtual Still Life,” works.
Downloading images from the Roger Brown Digital Archives, these JPEGs were sent to a
Chinese oil painting factory - employed for the production of a group of counterfeit works on
canvas.
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This act of utilizing globalization’s pathways engages with my proposal to create work
that reflects what 21st Century Regionalism in the Midwest could look like. Additionally, one
could say it’s an intrinsically American quality that if you cannot get the original, get the
knock-off instead.
As for the sculptures situated in front of each painting, I began using simulated rubber
bands as a motif in my work several years ago - initially existing as a signifier of a departure
from reality and a metaphor relating to masculinity’s relationship with expectation vs reality. In
their natural form, rubber bands exist as a limp, flaccid object, but once rendered in bronze, they
are given the ability to become gravity-defyingly erect.
Rubber band as a singular object developed into a physical depiction of a specifically
male figure - an exchange with the pop-cultural reference, “Rubberband Man.” Existing
musically in top-charting hits from the Detroit Spinners, T.I., and Asap Ferg, the chance to
establish and expand on a previously empty visual dialogue of the theme was inviting. With
connections to culture and commerce, “Rubberband Man,” grew to become a depiction of the
self, an “every man,” or summary of man-kind across American history and art history alike.
Using a reduced, “heroically nude,” male figure, Rubberband Man navigates his world as both
hero and villain simultaneously, a duality that is reflected in history behind nearly every man in
bronze we look upon. Humor acts as a point of entry in many cases, as this character proudly
traverses art history.
I knew working forward several years ago that it would be necessary to have an element
of humor or defeat present in my work if I continued to make work operating on the realism
hierarchy. I felt it was necessary to make work in a realistic manner to entrap a viewer’s attention
through the employment of material subterfuge - and equally important, I found it incredibly
rewarding. Using craft, I can both learn a variety of means to respective ends, and deploy an
array of processes that further camouflage and hide material associations. Hopefully, in turn,
asking the viewer to investigate and discover in a similar manner that I have during a work’s
respective research and production.
If, for example, a group of rubber bands hung transfixed in space, defying a viewer’s
previous associations of what a rubber band was capable of, then the viewer equally finds
themselves existing in the moment before critical change alongside the object - asking the
participant to defy gravity or to escape the limitations of time.
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This mirroring of action between sculpture and viewer is an experience I’m keenly
interested in generating, feeling that this is a way to measure some personal success or fulfilment
within the work. From my perspective, viewing work in the past that has produced this effect on
myself comes from initial confusion, followed by realization. That is something I have sought to
recreate in my own studio pursuit - the generation of a state of bewilderment or awe.
The primary goal of causing this confusion is to challenge a viewer’s preconceived
notions, to allow for a larger space of possibility to exist. My level of control asserted on the
work is through the selection of readily understandable objects. Through these decisions, a
viewer can navigate my work with a familiarity that exists in everyday life. I am asking the
audience to interpret these duplications as the original, through meticulous painting and finishing
processes. Office supplies and other common objects assume roles just beyond our reach in
reality, generating a state of purgatory, in turn challenging or defeating existential complexities.
Furthering my exploration of the rules we are governed by, the borders of the gallery
space were altered heavily; the walls and lighting were painted black and heavily dimmed
respectively - nearly eliminating suggestions of space or time in relation to the observer. In
theory, creating a suggestion of a nonspace. The exhibition design separates the three
dimensional space the objects and viewer occupy, or the liminal space, in contrast to the galleries
darkened four walls and corresponding paintings.
Thinking about the exhibition in these regards, the two dimensional perimeter represents
the division between our physical plane, and the space the paintings open into. Being that Roger
Brown is deceased, and I am alive, I thought of the paintings as connections to an astral realm.
In the space between a viewer and the painting’s image, ceramic vessels line each shelf.
Having both a visible exterior, and an interior volume, this is not unlike the relationship our
bodies share with our minds. I’m certain Roger Brown was well aware of Freud’s theory of the
connection between Mind and Body, when exploring his “Virtual Still Life,” series. Freud states
that the “mind is a reservoir of feelings, thoughts, and urges.”
I posit that the clay body becomes surrogate for the human body in Brown’s original
series, making an obvious connection to the reservoir within the pottery as a reliquary of the
mind. When looking at Brown’s lifetime of work, the human figure is obsessively observed in
relation to it’s inhabited landscape - being painted on canvas’ until the time of working on
“Virtual Still Life,” where the figure representations no longer appear - unless we look upon the
vessels as proxies for figures.
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Making the leap to include my invented Rubberband Man is not a stretch or accident by
that interpretation, but rather a deliberately shared subjecthood between the two human-like
objects (Rubberband Man and Ceramic Vessel) and a viewer. This relationship to the body and
mind of the gallery-goer correlates to the objects sharing our three-dimensional space in the
gallery. The same cannot be said of the paintings, rather operating physically as flattened
backdrops for objects to exist or perform in front of.
The decision to make a body of work exploring masculinity as hopelessly genuine and
truthful became the logical approach to explore my own relationship to the world, as my identity
is the experience I know and can speak of honestly. Eight depictions of the male character
Rubberband Man navigate the painted landscape in a variety of circumstances, from openly
voyeuristic, self-indulgent, proud, thoughtful, and even flagellated.
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Exhibition Postcard Side A & B
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(On Wall)

Rubberband Man Totem Post-it Note’em
Bronze, Paint, Found Ceramic Vessels
with counterfeit oil on canvas originally titled Post Modern Res:Erection
with Observation Deck (1984)
74” x 50” x 4”
2021

Rubberband Man Crawling and Flagellated
Bronze, Paint, Found Ceramic Vessels
with counterfeit oil on canvas originally titled Prick and Dribble (1985)
32” x 22” x 4”
2021

Rubberband Man Carries Two Blue Balls (Outdoing Atlas)
Bronze, Paint, Found Ceramic Vessel
with counterfeit oil on canvas originally titled Landscape in Celebration of
Sex (1972)
20” x 12” x 3”
2021
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4. Rubberband Man Secretly Strokes
(in a Pop-Up Bush)
Bronze, Paint, Found Ceramic Vessels
with counterfeit oil on canvas originally titled Boy Startled While
Jerking Off in the Woods, Or What’s The Point About Beating Around
The Bush? Or Why is it OK to Show Mapplethorpe’s But Not Mine?
(1985)
38” x 26” x 4”
2021

5. Rubberband Man Crosses the Underwear
Bronze, Paint, Found Ceramic Vessel
with counterfeit oil on canvas originally titled An 11 ½ Inch Semen
Stain (1985)
28” x 24” x 4”
2021
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(On Pedestal)

6. Rubberband Man Twists One Off
Bronze, Paint
5” x 11” x 8.5”
2020

7. Rubberband Man Star Gazes (This World Was Never Meant for One as
Beautiful as You)
Bronze, Paint
14” x 8.5” x 4”
2021

8. Rubberband Man Makes a Bust
Bronze, Paint
10” x 8.5” x 6”
2020
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